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ABSTRACT In superconducting quantum processors, the predictability of device parameters is of increas-
ing importance as many laboratories scale up their systems to larger sizes in a 3-D-integrated architecture.
In particular, the properties of superconducting resonators must be controlled well to ensure high-fidelity
multiplexed readout of qubits. Here, we present a method, based on conformal mapping techniques, to
predict a resonator’s parameters directly from its 2-D cross-section, without computationally heavy and time-
consuming 3-D simulation. We demonstrate the method’s validity by comparing the calculated resonator
frequency and coupling quality factor with those obtained through 3-D finite-element-method simulation
and by measurement of 15 resonators in a flip-chip-integrated architecture. We achieve a discrepancy of
less than 2% between designed and measured frequencies for 6-GHz resonators. We also propose a design
method that reduces the sensitivity of the resonant frequency to variations in the interchip spacing.

INDEX TERMS Conformal mapping, coplanar waveguide (CPW), flip chip, kinetic inductance (KI), pen-
etration depth, quantum processor, superconducting resonator.

I. INTRODUCTION
As the size of superconducting quantum processors
grows beyond a small number of qubits, more advanced
circuit-integration technology needs to be developed to
accommodate the increasing input/output (I/O) wiring
complexity. To this end, flip-chip integration is one
choice that allows the routing of individual I/O lines to
address qubits in the interior of the processor [1], [2], [3].
Flip-chip integration technology has been demonstrated to be
compatible with high-quality qubits [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9]. Flip-chip modules comprise two or more dies that have
been aligned and bonded together—in the minimal version

using a “qubit” tier and a “control” or “interposer” tier,
separating the fabrication of qubits and I/O circuitry onto
different tiers. To achieve high-performance qubit control
and readout, the measured resonant frequencies and other
device parameters must agree with their design targets. The
electromagnetic analytic and numerical design methodology
also needs to be efficient, since 3-D electromagnetic
modeling of the full circuit is computationally intensive. A
conventional simulation strategy is to sweep multiple design
parameters of the resonator geometry tomeet target fr andQc
values [5].While this is appropriate for small devices, scaling
it beyond a few resonators becomes too time-consuming.
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FIGURE 1. (a) False-color 3-D model of a λ/4 resonator coupled to a feedline, on the control tier (Bottom), facing a metal ground plane on the qubit tier
(Top) with a qubit located opposite from the open end of the resonator. (b) Top view of the resonator design. The resonator can be separated into three
parts: 1) effective open part le

o (cyan), 2) coupling part lc (yellow), and 3) short part ls (pink). The effective open part contains both an open part lo and
an effective length (α1R2 + α2R) due to the circular coupling structure. All the gap areas (black) of the resonator, including the circular coupling structure
at the open end, have the same distance to the ground plane. (c) Cross section of the resonator’s CPW. The top and bottom halves of the cross section,
separated by the metal surface of the control tier (Bottom), can be independently transformed into two parallel plates, using conformal mapping
techniques, when the magnetic walls (orange) are placed on the surfaces of the CPWs gap area. (d) Cross section of the resonator’s coupling part with
the feedline. The capacitance between the resonator’s and the feedline’s center conductors (Crf = Cfr ) and their self-capacitances (Crr , Cff ) are simulated
to obtain the coupling quality factor Qc to the feedline.

In this article, we present a design methodology for super-
conducting flip-chip-integrated quantum processor compo-
nents. We apply it to the calculation of resonant frequencies
( fr) of coplanar-waveguide (CPW) resonators and their cou-
pling quality factors to a readout feedline (Qc). By analyzing
only the 2-D cross-section of the CPW, we calculate these
quantities using two methods: 1) conformal mapping analy-
sis; and 2) 2-D numerical simulation. We compare the results
to those obtained by 1000 times more resource-demanding
3-D simulation and to experimental measurements of 15 alu-
minum resonators in a flip-chip quantum processor architec-
ture. With the inclusion of the kinetic inductance (KI) con-
tribution, we predict the resonant frequencies with accuracy
better than 100 MHz.
The interchip spacing can be off-target or may vary across

a flip-chip module. For a resonator that faces a ground plane
on the opposing chip, we propose a design method with a
partial ground-plane cutout of the area directly facing the
resonator, reducing the sensitivity of its resonant frequency
to the interchip spacing.

II. 2-D CROSS-SECTIONAL CALCULATIONS
In this section, we show the calculation of fr and Qc from
a CPW resonator’s 2-D cross-sections in flip-chip geometry
with an interchip vacuum gap. Fig. 1(a) shows a 3-D model
of a typical quarter-wavelength (λ/4) resonator resting on the
control tier, coupled to a feedline, also on the control tier, and

to a qubit on the opposing qubit tier. We focus on the typical
scenario in which the whole CPW resonator and feedline are
facing a metal ground plane on the qubit tier [1], [5].

A. RESONANT FREQUENCY
The resonant frequency of a λ/4 resonator is calculated by

fr = 1

4ltot
√
(Lgl + Lkl ) ·Cl

(1)

where ltot is its total length including the effective lengths
resulting from CPW discontinuities at both ends. Lgl and L

k
l

are the geometric and KIs per unit length, respectively, and
Cl is the capacitance per unit length.

We can obtain Lgl and Cl by using either conformal map-

ping techniques (Lg,confl , Cconf
l ) [10] or 2-D finite-element-

method (FEM) simulation (Lg,sim2D
l , Csim2D

l ) [11] of the res-
onator’s CPW cross-section, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Here,
hb = ht represent the substrate thicknesses of the control and
qubit tiers, hs is the interchip spacing, and wr and sr are
the width and gap of the CPW line, respectively. We will
examine the accuracies of calculations of fr using both 2-D
approaches.
To implement the conformal mapping techniques, we as-

sume that the metal thin films of the resonator’s central
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conductor and of the ground planes on both tiers have in-
finite conductivity and that the CPW cross-section satis-
fies the quasi-TEM approximation. In order to simplify the
conformal transformation functions, the metal thin films are
assumed to have zero thickness (t = 0), and two magnetic
walls are placed on the dielectric–vacuum interfaces, i.e., the
gaps of the CPW, assuming that the magnetic field is perpen-
dicular to the vacuum-dielectric interfaces [12]. As shown
in Fig. 1(c), the resonator’s cross-section can then be sep-
arated into two independent halves (top and bottom) by the
metal surface of the control tier, fromwhich different confor-
mal mapping techniques are applied to the two halves. This
results in parallel-plate waveguides with different widths and
separations, see Appendix A.

The total Lg,confl andCconf
l values are, therefore, calculated

as the parallel combination of the two halves. We have [12],
[13]

Lg,confl =
(
1/Lg,tl + 1/Lg,bl

)−1 = μ0

2

[
K(ks)

K(k′s)
+ K(k1)

K(k′1)

]−1

(2)

Cconf
l = Ctl +Cbl

= 2ε0
K(ks)

K(k′s)
+ 2ε0

[
K(k1)

K(k′1)
+ (εr − 1)

K(k2)

K(k′2)

]
(3)

where t and b represent the top and bottom halves of the
CPW cross-section, respectively. Here, μ0 is the vacuum
permeability, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr is the relative
permittivity of the substrate of both tiers, and K(k) is the
complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modules

k1 = wr

wr + 2sr
(4)

k2 = sinh

[
πwr

4hb

]
/sinh

[
π (wr + 2sr )

4hb

]
(5)

ks = tanh

[
πwr

4hs

]
/tanh

[
π (wr + 2sr )

4hs

]
(6)

k′i =
√
1 − k2i (i = 1, 2, s). (7)

A detailed derivation of (2)–(3) is shown in Appendix A.
We then compare Lg,confl and Cconf

l obtained by confor-
mal mapping techniques with 2-D FEM simulation under
different interchip spacings hs. We use hb = ht = 280μm,
and εr = 11.45 for our high-resistivity silicon substrate of
both tiers at cryogenic temperature [14].We approximate our
aluminum superconducting films (t = 150 nm) using finite-
thickness perfect conductors during the 2-D FEM simulation.
We usewr = sr = 12μm for the resonator’s CPW geometry.

As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), when hs is small, Lgl andCl
are heavily influenced by the top half-part of the cross sec-
tion, governed by the factorK(ks)/K(k′s) in (2) and (3).When
hs increases (the opposing ground plane is moving away
from the CPW resonator), its influence decreases and both

FIGURE 2. (a) Geometric inductance per unit length Lg
l and (b)

capacitance per unit length Cl of the resonator’s CPW cross-section
obtained by conformal mapping calculation and 2-D FEM simulation,
respectively, under different interchip spacings hs. (c) and (d) Their
differences �Lg

l = Lg,sim2D
l − Lg,conf

l and �Cl = Csim2D
l − Cconf

l .

conformal-mapping values and simulated values approach a
limit as if the ground plane was absent (hs = ∞).

For comparison between the conformal mapping tech-
nique and 2-D FEM simulation, we calculate �Lgl =
Lg,sim2D
l − Lg,confl and �Cl = Csim2D

l −Cconf
l for each hs, as

shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d). We find that �Lgl /L
g,sim2D
l and

�Cl/Csim2D
l stabilize at around −7% and 5%, respectively,

for large hs. This difference can be understood as the error of
the zero-thickness assumption of the metal thin film, which
is used during the conformal mapping transformation, com-
pared with 2-D FEM simulations which consider the edge ef-
fect of finite-thickness thin films [15]. When hs ≤ 4μm, the
invalidity of the introduced magnetic wall on the resonator
gap areas during conformal-mapping calculations is clearly
shown, as �Lgl /L

g,sim2D
l and �Cl/Csim2D

l increase rapidly
with smaller hs. The cross section of the CPW resonator in
the flip-chip geometry, therefore, needs to be considered as a
whole when hs is very small, rather than being separated into
two halves and treated independently.
Having determined Lgl and Cl , we also need to know the

KI to calculate fr. It is given by [16], [17]

Lkl = μ0λ
2
m

|I|2 ·
∫
J2z dS (8)

where Jz is the supercurrent density in the direction of the
current flow, and the surface integral is over the cross section
of the thin film only. For a flip-chip geometry, the integral
also includes the qubit tier’s metal ground plane. Further-
more, λm is the magnetic penetration depth of the supercon-
ductor, and I is the total current injected into the CPWs center
conductor.
To calculate (8), we need to know λm and Jz over the whole

thin-film cross-section. We determine Jz by electromagnetic
simulation as in [18]. In order to circumvent the complexity

VOLUME 4, 2023 3101312
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FIGURE 3. Simulated KI per unit length Lk
l and its ratio to the simulated

geometric inductance per unit length Lg,sim2D
l under different interchip

spacings hs. We use a magnetic penetration depth λm = 83 nm for the
superconducting thin films during the simulation.

of evaluating λm of a deposited aluminum thin film [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23], we directly compare measured resonant
frequencies of six single-chip resonators with their simulated
values and obtain a fitted λm = 83 nm, assuming the average
frequency discrepancy betweenmeasurement and simulation
is due to the omission of the KI during the simulations.
More details of the method to extract λm are described in
Appendix B.

Fig. 3 shows Lkl and its ratio to L
g,sim2D
l under different hs.

Notice that Lkl has a minimum around hs = 7μm. As the sur-
face integral is on J2z , both the injected current on the center
conductor and the return current on both tiers’ ground planes
contribute to Lkl . The simulated distribution of Jz shows that
when hs is small, the return current concentrates on the qubit
tier’s metal directly facing the resonator’s central conductor,
and when hs is large, most of Jz flows on the edges of the
control tier’s CPW structure [17], [18]. When hs is at around
7μm, the distribution of Jz is in-between the two extremes
and has permeated the largest cross-sectional area of the thin
film.

B. COUPLING QUALITY FACTOR
The coupling quality factor Qc of the resonator quantifies
its coupling rate to the feedline, determining how fast the
qubit state can be detected [24]. In addition, coupling to the
feedline changes the resonator’s characteristic impedance in
the coupling area and causes a frequency shift δ f cr [25].

We use conformal mapping results [25] to calculate
the resonator’s Qc and δ f cr . Assuming the characteristic
impedance of the feedline matches the I/O port (50�), we
have

1

Qc
= 2κ2 sin2 θ

π (2p− 1)
(9)

δ f cr = −cl sin θ

2π ltot
·

[
κ2(2 cosψ + cos θ )

2
+ (Z2 − Zr ) cosψ

Zr

]
(10)

with

κ = −Cr f /
√
CrrCf f (11)

cl = fr · 4ltot (12)

Z2 = 1/
(
clCf f

√
1 − κ2

)
(13)

θ = 2π lc/(4ltot ) (14)

ψ = 2π (lc + 2leo)/(4ltot ) (15)

where fr is the bare resonator frequency without feedline,
and we take p = 1 for its fundamental resonance. As shown
in Fig. 1(b), lc is the length of the coupling part between
resonator and feedline, including two additional 90◦ arcs
at both ends of the coupling part to take into account the
spurious coupling [25]; leo is the effective length of the open
part of the resonator, including the effective length of the cou-
pling structure to the qubit; Zr is the characteristic impedance
of the resonator; and cl is the speed of light within the
resonator’s CPW cross-section. The coupling capacitance
ratio κ and the impedance Z2 of the resonator’s coupling
part are calculated from the capacitance between the res-
onator’s and the feedline’s center conductors Cr f , and their
self-capacitances (Crr, Cf f ).

In order to obtain precise values of Cr f , Crr, and Cf f

under different hs, we conduct 2-D FEM simulations at the
cross section of the resonator’s coupling part to the feedline.
Fig. 1(d) shows the cross section of the resonator’s cou-
pling area where its center conductor is in parallel with the
feedline.

III. COMPARISON WITH 3-D FEM SIMULATION
To validate the accuracy of the resonator’s fr andQc obtained
from 2-D cross-sections, both parameters are compared to
3-D FEM simulation [26] of a resonator as shown in Fig. 1(a)
with (ls, lc, lo) = (3780.3, 425.7, 850.4)μm, where ls is the
short part and lo is the open part of the resonator up to
the center of the circular structure for qubit-resonator cou-
pling. The circular structure has inner radius R = 29.4μm.
Here, Lkl is not included during the fr calculation in this
comparison, because a perfect-E boundary condition on the
2-D zero-thickness sheets is used during the 3-D FEM sim-
ulations to approximate the superconducting thin films [5].
We use w f = 9μm and s f = 10μm for the feedline’s CPW
geometry with the coupling gap d = 6μm during the Qc
calculation.
To obtain a precise value of ltot in (1), in addition to the

resonator’s designed length lr = ls + lc + lo, we also need
to estimate the effective length of the circular structure at
the open end of the resonator. We introduce two empirical
coefficients (α1, α2) so that ltot = lr + α1R2 + α2R. These
coefficients are obtained by sweepingR at a fixed hs and fitted
with fr from 3-D simulations. We obtain α1 = 0.032μm−1

and α2 = 2.9. We disregard the small effective length of the
short end of the resonator [27]. More details are found in
Appendix C.

3101312 VOLUME 4, 2023
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FIGURE 4. (a) Resonator frequencies obtained from conformal mapping
calculation f conf

r , 2-D FEM simulation f sim2D
r , and 3-D FEM simulation

f sim3D
r under different interchip spacings hs. (b) Frequency difference �fr

between 3-D and 2-D FEM simulation, and between 3-D FEM simulation
and conformal mapping calculation. (c) Resonator coupling quality factor
obtained from 2-D cross-sections Qcal2D

c and 3-D FEM simulation Qsim3D
c

and (d) their difference, together with the coupling-induced frequency
shift δf c

r under different hs. δf c
r is calculated using f sim2D

r for the bare
resonator frequency.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the comparison between fr ob-
tained by 3-D FEM simulations ( f sim3D

r ), 2-D FEM simu-
lations ( f sim2D

r ), and conformal mapping techniques ( f confr )
under different hs values. The cross-sectional calculations,
f sim2D
r and f confr , were calculated from their Lgl andCl values,
with δ f cr added. In particular, f

sim2D
r and f sim3D

r differ by 2%
over the whole hs range, and f confr is similarly accurate when
hs ≥ 3μm.
Considering a typical readout resonator with

fr = 6GHz, we, therefore, expect less than 100 -MHz
error between frequencies obtained by 2-D cross-section
and 3-D FEM simulation. This error is acceptable in typical
multiplexing readout situations [28], [29]. The benefit of the
2-D cross-sectional method is that it substantially reduces

the simulation time and required computer memory when
designing resonators over a parameter split, or in large
circuits. We show the comparison of required computational
resources between 3-D FEM simulation and 2-D FEM
simulation in Appendix D—in our case, a factor of 1000.
Furthermore, conformal-mapping techniques require only
analytical calculations, reducing the need for extensive
computational resources.
Fig. 4(c) and (d) also shows a difference of less than 20%

between Qcal2D
c , obtained from a 2-D cross-section, and that

from 3-D FEM simulation, Qsim3D
c , when hs ≥ 7μm. When

hs is smaller than 7μm, the feedline may become less well
matched to the I/O port.

IV. COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENT
We now examine our 2-D cross-sectional techniques by cal-
culating the resonant frequencies and coupling quality fac-
tors of 15 resonators by means of conformal transformation
and 2-D FEM simulation, f conf+KIr , f sim2D+KI

r , and Qcal2D
c

(including simulatedKI Lkl ), and comparing themwith exper-
imentally measured values. The resonators were fabricated
and packaged within a multiqubit flip-chip-integrated quan-
tum processor as reported by Kosen and Li [5]. They were
measured at millikelvin temperature, and their parameters
fmeas
r and Qmeas

c were determined from the forward trans-
mission scattering parameter S21 in the high-power regime,
where these resonators are decoupled from their correspond-
ing qubits [30].
To obtain the value of hs for each of the 15 resonators

within one flip-chip-integrated processor, we used the gap
values, measured by scanning electron microscopy, at the
chip’s four corners [5] and inferred the tilt of the interchip
distance using bilinear interpolation (assuming flat surfaces).
Fig. 5(a) shows the locations of the 15 resonators.
Fig. 5(b) shows a comparison between the calculated

and measured fr of these 15 resonators. Here f conf+KIr and
f sim2D+KI
r deviate from the measured frequencies ( fmeas

r ) by
less than 2%, demonstrating the accuracy of our 2-D cross-
sectional calculation method. The inclusion of the KI has
shifted up these frequency differences by about 1.2%, result-
ing in a deviation between fmeas

r and f sim3D+KI
r to be around

0%. We observe the monotonic change of the frequency dif-
ferences at each row of resonators, indicating that there is
a residual chip tilt that has not been compensated by the
bilinear interpolation of the interchip distance from the chip’s
four corners.
Fig. 5(c) shows that across 15 resonators, Qcal2D

c and
Qsim3D
c are kept at certain values, as all resonators’ coupling

lengths lc and coupling gaps d are designed to be the same.
Qcal2D
c andQsim3D

c differ by around 13%, cf. Fig. 4(c) for hs ∼
8μm. The measured coupling quality factors Qmeas

c oscillate
across 15 resonators, resulting in deviation from −20% to
+10% to either Qcal2D

c or Qsim3D
c . We attribute such oscilla-

tion to impedance mismatch between feedline and I/O port
at wire-bond interconnections to the printed circuit board.

VOLUME 4, 2023 3101312
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FIGURE 5. Comparison between 2-D cross-sectional calculation and
measurement results of 15 resonators within a flip-chip quantum
processor. (a) Illustration of the positions of 15 resonators within the
processor. Gap measurement by scanning electron microscopy at the
processor’s four corners yielded [NW, NE, SW, SE] = [8.3, 9.3, 8.3, 8.8] μm.
(b) Frequency difference between measurements fmeas

r , conformal
mapping calculations f conf+KI

r , 2-D FEM simulations f sim2D+KI
r , and 3-D

FEM simulations f sim3D+KI
r , including KI. (c) Coupling quality factor

obtained from measurements Qmeas
c , 2-D cross-sectional calculations

Qcal2D
c , and 3-D FEM simulations Qsim3D

c .

V. INTERCHIP-SPACING INSENSITIVE FLIP-CHIP
RESONATOR DESIGN
In Fig. 4(a), we see that the resonator frequency fr is sensitive
to the change of interchip spacing hs, especially when hs
is below 10μm, where 1μm variation of hs can result in
larger than 100MHz change of fr. We note that the rapid
increase of fr for decreasing hs is due to a rapid decrease
of Lgl . In this section, we propose a method to reduce the
sensitivity of fr to hs by partly removing the metal ground
plane facing the CPW resonator on the opposing chip. We
first use conformal transformation to determine Lgl

′ and C′
l

of the resonator’s cross-section in the case where no metal

FIGURE 6. Resonator frequencies obtained from conformal mapping
calculation f conf

r
′
and 3D FEM simulation f sim3D

r
′
under different inter-chip

spacings hs when the resonator’s CPW line is facing a dielectric substrate
on the opposing chip, together with the frequency difference between
3-D FEM simulation and conformal mapping calculation.

is facing the CPW line, i.e., the CPW line is directly facing
the dielectric substrate of the qubit tier. We then calculate
the optimal ratio between the resonator’s dielectric-facing
length to its total length, such that at a certain range of hs,
the sensitivity of fr to hs is minimized.

A. RESONATOR CPW FACING DIELECTRIC
We use conformal mapping techniques to obtain Lg,confl

′
and

Cconf
l

′
of the cross section when the CPW resonator faces

the dielectric substrate of the opposing chip. The resulting
equations are

Lg,confl

′ = μ0

4

K(k′1)
K(k1)

(16)

Cconf
l

′ = 2ε0(
εr

K(k1)
K(k′1)

)−1 +
(

εr
εr−1

K(ks )
K(k′s )

)−1

+ 2ε0

[
K(k1)

K(k′1)
+ (εr − 1)

K(k2)

K(k′2)

]
. (17)

To derive the capacitance per unit length, as in Appendix A,
we separate the capacitance contribution of the vacuum from
that of the qubit tier’s substrate at the top half of the cross
section. However, since the CPWmetal is closer to the inter-
chip vacuum than the qubit tier’s substrate, their capacitance
contributions are taken in series rather than in parallel [31].
Fig. 6 shows f confr

′
and f sim3D

r
′
when the resonator’s CPW

line faces the dielectric. f sim3D
r

′
is obtained using the same

resonator as in Section III, but with the entire metal film
removed from the opposing chip. f confr

′
is calculated using

Lg,confl

′
andCconf

l
′
, with an added coupling-induced frequency

shift: It gives quantitatively the same result as f sim3D
r

′
, differ-

ing by 3% to 5.5% under different hs.
Using the same participation ratio simulation setting as

in [5], we also simulate the participation ratio of lossy di-
electric interfaces and compare the resulting Q-factors of the
resonator’s cross-section when the CPW line faces either a
metal or a dielectric. See Appendix E for details.

3101312 VOLUME 4, 2023
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FIGURE 7. (a) Illustration of a λ/4 resonator facing a partial cutout of
the metal ground plane on the opposing chip. (b) Cost function F (γ )
calculated from 3-D FEM simulations of the resonator with
(hN

s − h1
s )/N = 1 μm. The optimal coverage ratio γsim3D

opt = 0.46 is found at
the minimum of F (γ ). (c) Resonator frequency variation around
hs = 8 μm for γ = γopt, obtained from conformal mapping calculation
and 3-D FEM simulation, respectively.

B. GROUND-PLANE CUTOUT TO REDUCE THE
FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE ON INTERCHIP-SPACING
Since in these two scenarios (CPW facing either metal or
dielectric, cf. Figs. 4(a) and 6), the resonator’s fr exhibits
the opposite response to a change of interchip spacing hs,
we can use this to render fr insensitive to small hs variations
around a chosen value within our typical range 6μm < hs <
10μm [5].

We define γ as the ratio between the resonator length
facing dielectric substrate and the resonator’s total length ltot.
We can approximate the effective inductance and capacitance
per unit length as

Lel = (1 − γ )(Lg,confl + Lkl ) + γ (Lg,confl

′ + Lkl
′
) (18)

Cel = (1 − γ )Cconf
l + γCconf

l
′

(19)

where Lkl
′
is the KI per unit length when the CPW faces

dielectric.

To find the optimal value γopt of minimal sensitivity to hs
variation, we use a cost function F (γ ) independent of the
total length

F (γ ) =
N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣∂ (L
e
lC

e
l )

−1/2

∂his

∣∣∣∣∣ (20)

where his = h1s + (i− 1)(hNs − h1s )/N with N ∈ N∗, and γopt
is the value that minimizes F (γopt) in the range hs ∈ [h1s , h

N
s ].

We obtain γ conf
opt = 0.75 for hs ∈ [6, 10]μm for large

enough N. We ignore the KI during the calculation, using the

fact that at large hs, L
g,conf
l = Lg,confl

′
and Lkl = Lkl

′
, and when

hs ≥ 6μm, Lkl /L
g,conf
l ≈ Lkl

′
/Lg,confl

′
(see Fig. 3). As shown

in Fig. 7(c), the deviation of fr from its value at hs = 8μm,
within this range, can be less than 0.2%.
We employ this principle to the actual resonator design as

in Fig. 1 to validate our calculation. For simplicity, we cut
out a rectangular area on the opposing chip’s metal ground
plane, so that part of the resonator’s CPW line faces the
substrate, as shown in Fig. 7(a).We found that γ sim3D

opt = 0.46
for the actual resonator and obtained a similar deviation of fr
around hs = 8μm as the calculation [see Fig. 7(b) and (c)].
We attribute the discrepancy between γ conf

opt and γ sim3D
opt to the

meandering structure of the resonator, supported by the addi-
tional simulation result that γ sim3D

opt = γ conf
opt if the resonator

is realized by a straight CPW line instead.

VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown that analytic and numerical
simulation of a 2-D cross-section of a CPW superconduct-
ing resonator in flip-chip geometry can predict the resonant
frequency within 2% of 3-D-simulated and measured val-
ues, after considering the effective length correction due to
the resonator ends. We also determined the coupling quality
factor within 20% by 2-D simulation.
The 2-D cross-sectional method is considerably more

computationally efficient than conventional 3-D FEM simu-
lations. The three orders of magnitude speed-up will become
particularly useful for large-scale quantum processor design
containing a large number of qubits and resonators. The con-
formal mapping analytic equations and 2-D simulation steps
can be easily integrated into the process design kit workflow
of superconducting quantum processor design, e.g., using
newly developed tools like Qiskit Metal. This method can
also be generalized to other components implemented using
CPW transmission lines, e.g., couplers and Purcell filters.
In addition, we have proposed a resonator design that is

insensitive to interchip-spacing variations.

APPENDIX A
CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS FOR FLIP-CHIP CPW
CROSS-SECTION
In this appendix, we will use conformal mapping techniques
to derive the geometric inductance and capacitance per unit
length of the CPW cross-section in flip-chip geometry when
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the CPW line faces a metal ground plane on the opposing
chip.
To simplify our conformal transformation functions such

that they are feasible to calculate analytically, we assume
zero thickness of the metal thin films on both tiers. We also
assume that the interchip spacing hs is large enough, such
that the magnetic field around the CPW center conductor
is perpendicular to the vacuum–dielectric interfaces at gap
areas of the CPW. We are then able to cover the vacuum–
dielectric interfaces with magnetic walls and separate the
CPW cross-section into two halves. See Fig. 1(c).

We then apply conformal transformations to the separated
two halves independently, resulting in different parallel-plate
waveguides with different widthsW and separations H. The
geometric inductance and capacitance per unit length of each
parallel-plate waveguide are therefore calculated using

Lgl = μ0
H

W
(21)

Cl = εpr ε0
W

H
(22)

where εpr is the relative permittivity of the dielectric medium
between two plates after the conformal transformation. We
use different conformal mapping techniques for each half.
The contributions of two halves to the total geometric in-
ductance and capacitance per unit length of the CPW cross-
section are calculated as a parallel combination.

A. BOTTOM HALF
Nowwewill show how to do the conformal transformation to
each half of the cross section.We start with the bottom half in
Fig. 1(c). This half can be seen as a conventional CPW cross-
section having a dielectric substrate with relative permittivity
εr.
We first calculate the geometric inductance per unit length

of the bottom-half cross-section. We replace the substrate
with the vacuum since their permeability are the same. We
first put the cross section into a complex z-plane. Because
all the metals are in the horizontal direction, we can put
the metals along with the Re[z]-axis and directly apply
the Christoffel–Schwartz transformation [10] to conformally
map these metals into a parallel-plate waveguide [32] in the
complex w-plane. The transformation function we use is

w(z) = A1

∫ z

0

dz√
(z− zB)(z− zC )(z− zD)(z− zE )

+ A2.

(23)
Here, A1 and A2 are constants that determine the scaling
and translation of the transformed geometry, and zi (i =
B,C,D,E ) are the positions of the end points of the metals
on the Re[z]-axis. Choosing the center of the CPWs center
conductor as the zero position of the Re[z]-axis, we have
−zB = zE = (wr + 2sr )/2 and −zC = zD = wr/2.
The geometry in the z-plane is now conformally mapped

to thew-plane. As a result, the CPW center conductor and the
ground plane (two infinite points viewed as connected) in the

z-plane are transformed into the two plates with equal width
and separated in parallel, forming a parallel-plate waveguide
with a vacuum in-between the plates.
The width and the height of this parallel-plate waveguide

are calculated as

W vac
b = |wD − wC| = |A1|2K(k1) (24)

Hvac
b = |wE − wD| = |A1|K(k′1) (25)

where K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the
first kind with modules k1 = zD/zE = wr/(wr + 2sr ) and

k′1 =
√
(1 − k21 ).

The geometric inductance per unit length of this parallel-
plate waveguide is obtained as

Lg,bl = μ0
Hvac
b

W vac
b

= μ0

2

K(k′1)
K(k1)

. (26)

To calculate the capacitance per unit length of the bottom-
half cross-section, we can further view this cross section as
two cross sections in a parallel combination, in which the first
has the vacuum below the metals, whereas the second has a
finite-thickness dielectric substrate with relative permittivity
εr − 1. We can then calculate the capacitance contributions
from the vacuum and the substrate separately. We refer to the
work [33] for an illustration of this separation.

The capacitance per unit length of the cross section with
a vacuum below the metals can be calculated using the same
conformal transformation function (23) as in the calculation
of geometric inductance per unit length. Therefore, we have

Cb,vacl = ε0
W vac
b

Hvac
b

= 2ε0
K(k1)

K(k′1)
. (27)

For the cross section having a finite-thickness substrate with
relative permittivity εr − 1, we can first do an intermedi-
ate transformation such that the substrate becomes infinitely
thick to resemble the vacuum case above. We map the cross
section from the z-plane to the t-plane with function

t(z) = sinh

[
πz

2hb

]
. (28)

From the t-plane, we repeat the same Christoffel–Schwartz
transformation but replace the variable notations in (23) from
z to t. Fig. 8 shows the two consecutive conformal transfor-
mations.
Thus, we obtain

Cb,subl = (εr − 1)ε0
W sub
b

Hsub
b

= 2(εr − 1)ε0
K(k2)

K(k′2)
(29)

with modules

k2 = tD/tE = sinh

[
πzD
2hb

]
/ sinh

[
πzE
2hb

]

= sinh

[
πwr

4hb

]
/ sinh

[
π (wr + 2sr )

4hb

]
(30)

k′2 =
√
1 − k22. (31)
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FIGURE 8. Conformal transformations for the bottom half of the
flip-chip CPW cross-section when the substrate has relative permittivity
εr − 1. (a) Original geometry. (b) Intermediate geometry in the t-plane.
(c) Mapped to a parallel-plate waveguide.

Therefore, the geometric inductance and capacitance per unit
length of the bottom half of the CPW cross-section are

Lg,bl = μ0

2

K(k′1)
K(k1)

(32)

Cbl = Cb,airl +Cb,subl

= 2ε0

[
K(k1)

K(k′1)
+ (εr − 1)

K(k2)

K(k′2)

]
. (33)

B. TOP HALF
The top half of the CPW cross-section will be treated dif-
ferently compared to the bottom half, as the top-half cross-
section has a metal ground plane from the qubit tier on top
of the CPW line. Since the qubit tier’s metal ground plane
blocks all the electromagnetic field generated from the CPW
line, we can view the qubit tier’s substrate as absent and
replace it with vacuum.
To simplify the calculation, we exploit the symmetry of

the top-half cross-section and only calculate the geometric
inductance and capacitance per unit length of the cross sec-
tion at the z-plane’s real positive part (zero position is at the
center of CPWs center conductor). The resultant two identi-
cal parallel-plate waveguides mapped from the real positive
and negative parts are also treated as a parallel combination.

FIGURE 9. Conformal transformations for the top half of the flip-chip
CPW cross-section. The transformed region is painted in cyan. (a)
Original geometry. (b) Intermediate geometry in the t-plane. (c) Mapped
to a parallel-plate waveguide.

We do two consecutive conformal transformations to map
the real positive part of the top-half cross-section into a
parallel-plate waveguide. We first map the qubit tier’s half of
the metal ground plane in the z-plane to the Re[t]-axis, and
then use the Christoffel–Schwartz transformation to map the
geometry to a parallel-plate waveguide in the w-plane [13].
Fig. 9 shows the two conformal transformations.

The first transformation function we use is

t(z) = cosh2
[
πz

2hb

]
. (34)

In the z-plane, we define zP = 0, zI = ihs, zD = wr/2
and zE = (wr + 2sr )/2. In the t-plane, these points are
mapped into tP = 1, tI = 0, tD = cosh2 [πwr/4hb] and
tE = cosh2 [π (wr + 2sr )/4hb].

The second transformation function we use is

w(t ) = A1F (ϕ, ks) + A2 (35)

where F (ϕ, ks) is the elliptic integral of the first kind with

F (ϕ, ks) =
∫ sinϕ

0

dτ√
(1 − k2s τ

2)(1 − τ 2)
(36)

sinϕ =
√
(t − tE )tD
(t − tD)tE

(37)
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ks =
√
tE (tD − tP)

tD(tE − tP)

= tanh

[
πwr

4hs

] /
tanh

[
π (wr + 2sr )

4hs

]
. (38)

After the second transformation, the real positive part of
the top-half cross-section is now mapped to a parallel-plate
waveguide, with the width and the height

Wt = |wI − wE | = |A1|K(ks) (39)

Ht = |wP − wI | = |A1|K(k′s) (40)

where we have used the relations

F
(π
2
, ks

)
= K(ks) (41)

F

(
arcsin

1

ks
, ks

)
= K(ks) + iK(k′s) (42)

k′s =
√
(1 − k2s ). (43)

After combining the same results from the real negative part
of the top-half cross-section, the geometric inductance and
capacitance per unit length of the top half of the CPW cross-
section are

Lg,tl = μ0

2

Ht
Wt

= μ0

2

K(k′s)
K(ks)

(44)

Ctl = 2ε0
Wt

Ht
= 2ε0

K(ks)

K(k′s)
. (45)

Therefore, the total geometric inductance and capacitance
per unit length of the CPW cross-section in flip-chip ge-
ometry, when the CPW faces a metal ground plane on the
opposing chip, are given in (2) and (3) in the main text.

APPENDIX B
EXTRACTION OF MAGNETIC PENETRATION DEPTH
To determine themagnetic penetration depth λm of our super-
conducting films, we compare 3-D-simulated and measured
resonator frequencies (this time from single-chip devices, not
flip-chip). We use Lkl as a fitting parameter to account for the
discrepancy between measured and simulated frequencies,
since the model uses 2-D sheets with a perfect-E boundary
condition, which does not include KI.
We measured six resonators on each of seven identical

chips, see Fig. 10. We simulated the supercurrent density Jz
in COMSOL [18]. We write the permittivity of the film as

εmetal = ε0 − 1

ω2μ0λ
2
m

(46)

where ω = 2π f and f = 6.6 GHz is the frequency of the
alternating current. The imaginary term of εmetal is negligi-
ble.
We obtain λm = 83 nm for our 150-nm-thick aluminum

film. This is somewhat larger than the literature value of
50 nm [34], [35], suggesting that our film is in the dirty limit,

FIGURE 10. Difference between simulated and measured resonator
frequencies. Each point represents the average of seven nominally
identical resonators on different chips (single-chip, not flip-chip). The
blue, downward-pointing triangles include the correction from KI,
whereas the red, upward-pointing triangles do not. The inset shows the
chip design with wr = 20 μm, gr = 10 μm.

FIGURE 11. Decreasing resonator frequency fr due to the increase of the
radius R, i.e., the increase in the effective length of the circular coupling
structure.
with a mean free path smaller than the film thickness [19],
[22], [36].

APPENDIX C
EFFECTIVE LENGTH DUE TO CIRCULAR COUPLING
STRUCTURE
In order to determine the effective length of the circular
resonator-qubit coupling pad shown in Fig. 1(b), we compare
the resonator frequency from 3-D FEM simulation with

fr = β

lr + α1R2 + α2R
. (47)

Here, β = 1/(4
√
LglCl ) is a fixed value for given wr, sr, hs,

hb, and εr. Fig. 11 shows the simulated resonator frequency
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versus the radius R of the coupling pad, for interchip spacing
hs = 8μm, and a fit to (48).

We obtain the fitted parameters α1 = 0.032μm−1 and
α2 = 2.9 at lr = 5056μm. We use these fitted parameters
to obtain the effective length at different lr and hs during fr
and Qc calculations in the main text. Repeated simulations
at different lr show that the change of calculated effective
length (α1R2 + α2R) at a given R is less than 3%.
We also repeat the simulations at different hs, from 1μm

to 60μm, and find that for our maximum investigated
R = 100μm, the change of the calculated effective length,
is less than 113μm (18%), compared to its value for hs =
8μm. Smaller R gives a smaller change, and we see that
the change is kept at this value when hs → ∞. With lr =
5056.4μm, the corresponding change of the resonator’s fre-
quency is less than 2%.

APPENDIX D
COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES REQUIRED BY 2-D AND
3-D FEM SIMULATION
In this appendix, we show the comparison of required com-
putational resources between 2-D and 3-D FEM simulations.
We did 3-D FEM simulations [26] of 25 resonators shown

in Fig. 5(a). We use the same setting as in [5] withMaximum
Delta Frequency Per Pass of 0.1% for the Eigenmode solver,
and Maximum Delta S of 0.02 for the Driven Model solver.
Across 25 resonators, the average spent CPU time was 32 h,
and maximal memory allocation during Eigenmode simula-
tion was 58 GB.
We conducted 2D FEM simulations [11] of the flip-chip

CPW cross-section with interchip spacing hs from 7 to 9μm
and step 0.2μm. We use a Percentage error of 0.01% for
both parameter convergence criteria C only and L only. The
average spent CPU time was 1.7 min, and maximal memory
allocation was 64 MB. Compared to 3-D FEM simulations,
the CPU time and memory allocation were reduced by a
factor of 1000 at each simulation.
In addition, we have also documented the used computa-

tional resources in COMSOL when simulating Jz over the
metal thin films, with hs from 7 to 9μm with step 0.1μm.
The average solution timewas 33 s and the allocated memory
was 7.5 GB.

APPENDIX E
CROSS-SECTIONAL Q-FACTOR RESULTING FROM LOSSY
DIELECTRIC INTERFACES
In this appendix, we calculate the Q-factor Qpr of the res-
onator’s CPW line cross-section in flip-chip architecture,
based on the simulated participation ratio of different do-
mains [37]. We use a similar 2-D FEM simulation setting as
that in [5], with relative permittivities (4,4,7), loss tangents
(10−3, 10−3, 10−3), and film thicknesses (2, 0.5, 2) nm for
the substrate–air, substrate–metal, and metal–air dielectric
interfaces in the simulation. Other geometry parameters of
the CPW line cross-section are the same as in Section II when

FIGURE 12. Cross-sectional Q-factor when the resonator’s CPW line
faces either the metal ground plane or the dielectric substrate of the
qubit tier under different interchip spacings hs.

comparing conformal mapping techniques with 2-D FEM
simulation.
The Q-factor Qpr is calculated using

1/Qpr =
∑
i

pi tan δi (48)

where pi is the simulated participation ratio for each domain
i and tan δi is the domain’s loss tangent.

Fig. 12 shows the comparison of Qpr between the res-
onator’s CPW line facing either the metal ground plane or the
dielectric substrate of the qubit tier under different interchip
spacings hs. As hs decreases, there is a small increase of Qpr

until hs is below a certain threshold. We also notice that Qpr

is slightly lower when the CPW line is facing a dielectric
substrate on the qubit tier. TheQ-factor drops significantly in
the case when the resonator CPW line is facing metal, which
is caused by the increased electric field strength inside the
metal–air dielectric interfaces when hs is very small [5].
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